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CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
Aqualates - All Levels (Pool) (45 min)
This fun aqua class focuses on core strength with Pilates techniques. Water assists
students by buoying, yet provides resistance during movemen

Complete Body Barre/Stretch - All Levels
A combination of weight work strength training, ballet barre strength work and ballet
inspired floorwork and the added benefit of a ballet stretch section to finish

Aqua Zumba - All levels (Pool) (45 min)
“Pool Party” describes this Zumba! integrated aqua program that uses Latin music, twisting, shouting and splashing to help you get ﬁt!

Complete Body Bootcamp - Int/Adv
Strength & cardio interval class using bench, weights and bootcamp style exercises…kicks your butt!

Barre Fusion - All Levels
Uses elements of ballet and Pilates to sculpt a long, lean body. Exercises are done at the
barre, on the ﬂoor, and on the mat to target every muscle, even ones you never knew you
had!

Core Sculpt - All Levels
Strengthening class with a concentration on core work and synergistic combinations to
help stabilize posture and maximize control.

Body Sculpt - All Levels
Focused strength development using weights and body resistance to stabilize joints and
increase bone density
Cardio Salsa - All Levels
Hybrid sculpting class combines hip, Latin cardio moves and strength training for a total
body workout!
Cardio Groove - All Levels
A cardio dance inspired calorie burn followed by weight training strength work and core
focused ﬂoorwork for a total body workout!
CBXT - All levels
Complete Body Cross Training
Our unique circuit, small group training class created by Complete Body to increase
RESULTS. 6 stations, 12 diﬀerent target exercises... 45 minutes to Awesome!
There is an additional charge for this class and sign-ups are requested.

Mon - Thurs 5am to 10pm
Friday 5am to 9pm
Sat - Sun 7am to 7pm

Pilates Fusion - All Levels
A mind-body class focusing on core by using balance, strength and flexibility, integrating
specific Pilates training and other strength techniques.
Yoga Vinyasa Flow - All Levels
a more dynamic, challenging yoga that moves quickly from asana to asana and
challenges your heart!
Waterworks - All Levels
This aqua class focuses on cardio in the water. It is especially good for anyone with joint
issues because the water assists students by buoying, yet provides resistance during
movement.
ZUMBA! - All levels
A Latin dance inspired “fitness party” using Latin music and basic Latin moves to amp up
your calorie burn.
20/20/20 - All Levels
20 minutes cardio, 20 minutes strength, 20 minutes core= 60 minutes FABULOUS!
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